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Abstract
This paper briefly outlines the process of generating story diagrams, and describes a GXL schema
to represent them. These diagrams result from a static, heuristic reverse engineering analysis and
combine the data and behavioral information of UML activity and collaboration diagrams. This
paper also summarizes potential issues in representing and visualizing story diagrams.
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1 Introduction
UML is a popular object-oriented modeling notation used in software devel-
opment [9]. The story diagram is a combination of the UML activity and
object collaboration diagrams. This diagram was originally developed as a
graph grammar language for forward engineering [6,7]. When used for reverse
engineering, it can be used to better understand the control behavior and
object-level dependencies of the software being analyzed [5]. For example,
the story diagram can present the notions of links being created and deleted
between objects within the control ﬂow of the program [2].
In our project of generating story diagrams from Java source code, we used
GXL (Graph eXchange Language [3]) to represent the story diagram graph.
GXL supports a general graph model based on typed, attributed, ordered,
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directed, hierarchical graphs [4]. The actual variety of software graph (e.g.,
abstract syntax tree) may be modeled in UML which itself is a graph and
thus representable in GXL. Such schemas are especially important for the
interchange of information about software [13].
Section 2 uses an example to illustrate how GXL is used to represent the
method-level story diagram and how the information can be extracted from
the source code to form the story diagram. Section 3 summarizes some of the
issues we encountered in designing a GXL schema. Section 4 concludes the
paper.
2 Representation
This section describes how we represent story diagrams with GXL. The anal-
ysis and visualization process involves several steps:
(i) parse Java source code,
(ii) produce XML markup on Java code,
(iii) generate story diagram in GXL,
(iv) present GXL story diagram, and
(v) export story diagram as SVG.
The current implementation of this process (See Figure 1) is done in two
parts: fact extraction (ﬁrst three steps) and visualization (last two steps).
Step 1 creates an internal Java abstract syntax tree (AST). Step 2 resolves
identiﬁers and produces a exportable XML document that represents the Java
AST. Step 3 traverses the XML document, and computes the story diagram
as a set of objects which are saved in GXL according to the GXL DTD 1.0
and our schema for story diagrams. Step 4 also uses this set of “GXL” objects
but draws the diagram using the Monarch graph library [10]. Step 5 exploits
the Monarch library to produce an SVG ﬁle, an XML document containing
drawing directives.
2.1 Example method-level story diagrams
In the following, we give an example method-level story diagram of a simple
single-block method. The Java code of the method is shown in Figure 2.
The GXL ﬁle of the story diagram graph is shown in Figure 3. For brevity,
some nodes and edges are omitted.
In the method-level story diagram, the control ﬂow is represented as a
ﬂowchart-like activity diagram, while the behavior of each block in the method
is shown as a collaboration diagram. In the example, various statements lead
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the visualization tool
public void createCourseFor(String instructor){
Professor p = getProfessor(instructor);
Course c1 = new Course();
p.setCourse(c1);
// for some reason, change the course:
Course c2 = new Course();
p.setCourse(c2);
p.deleteCourse(c1);
}
Fig. 2. Java sample method
to dependencies being formed between objects. A red color is used to show if
an object dependency gets broken in the block. An example story diagram is
presented in ﬁgure 4. On the story diagram, we use diﬀerent colors to represent
diﬀerent object types and edge types as illustrated in 5. For example, a yellow
edge means a method call invoked upon an object.
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<graph id=’g368’ type=’method’>
<attr name="name" value="createCourseFor">
</attr>
<attr name="formal-argument"
value="instructor"/>
<node id="g258" type="start">
<attr name="statement" kind=""
value="start"/>
</node>
<node id="g239" type="activity">
<attr name="code" kind=""
value="..."/>
<attr name="instructor" kind=""
value="activity"/>
<graph id=’body-g240’ type=’default’>
...
</graph>
</node>
...
<edge id="829" type="new-declared"
from="g239" to="g259">
<attr name="label" kind="" value=" "/>
</edge>
</graph>
Fig. 3. Portion of the GXL story representation
Fig. 4. Presented method-level story diagram
The process of generating story diagrams in GXL involves three major
steps:
(i) Group operations to form an activity: The object collaborations existing
in a basic block are treated as an activity, which is represented by a node
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Fig. 5. Color scheme used in the story diagram
with a nested graph for the method invocations upon objects and depen-
dencies formed or destroyed between the objects. Between the activity
nodes are control ﬂow relationships representing conditional or sequential
execution. To manage the visual complexity if there are too many object
collaborations in a block, the block may be further decomposed to form
sub-activities to be presented in separate sequentially linked nodes.
(ii) Extract object collaborations: In the activity nodes (depicted as boxes),
the speciﬁc actions are illustrated by object collaboration diagrams. The
method calls or statements are marked by numbers according to the order
in which they are invoked. For each method, start and end nodes depict
the entry and exit points of the control ﬂow.
(iii) Extract link creation and deletion: Knowing the data dependencies or
links formed or destroyed between objects can help programmers under-
stand the detailed object interactions. Heuristics are used to extract
these links statically. A green edge depicts a link that has been formed,
and a red edge depicts one that is now broken. The following sub-section
describes the current heuristics.
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2.2 Heuristics for link creation and deletion
Link creation and deletion are distinct features that separate story diagrams
from normal UML collaboration diagrams. Since the relationships between the
objects are not always direct, and might occur through library routines, some
heuristic rules are applied. The main approach considers the keywords of the
method name at the site of a method call upon an object. If the call contains
arguments, the referred objects are checked against the following rules to see
if a link potentially exists between it and the receiving object of the method
call.
(i) Container relationships: one object is added into a container object. This
kind of dependency can be distinguished from keywords like add, put,
insert, etc., and the data type of popular container names. The link
edge type is “contain”.
(ii) Association relationships: one object has some relation with the other
one. For instance, a Course object is set to a Teacher object (who teaches
the course). An Oﬃce object can be set to a particular level of a Building
object. This kind of dependency can be distinguished from keywords
like setAt, set, and set* where * may represent the data type of the
argument of the method call. The link edge type is “setRelation”.
(iii) Origination relationships: one object is returned through another object.
This dependency can be discovered from keywords like get*, generate*,
and produce* where * may represent a deﬁned object type returned by
the method call. The link edge type is “getFrom”.
Link deletion rules are similar (with keywords such as remove, delete,
etc.), with the added case of set*(null). For example, if anObj is discovered
to be linked to some other object, then anObj.setComponent(null)will break
the link between the two objects.
2.3 GXL schema for the method-level story diagram
To have the story diagram represented in a consistent way, we deﬁned a GXL
schema. See Figure 6. The GXL schema is represented in a UML class di-
agram. This schema describes the kinds of nodes and edges that comprise
the elements of a story diagram. Since story diagrams are a result of static
analysis, some heuristics are used to infer the instances of links being created
or deleted between objects.
Based on our schema, the top view of the story diagram is like a control
ﬂow diagram. However, the story diagram graph is a nested graph and not
ﬂat, where lexical blocks may contain further lexical blocks, with basic blocks
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at the lowest level.
Currently, we are working towards a consistent schema for the representa-
tion and visualization of story diagrams at higher levels of abstraction. Repre-
sentation aspects include appropriate text labels with source code fragments.
Visual aspects include the shapes and colors of nodes and edges. At present,
this information is stored as attributes of the corresponding nodes or edges.
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Fig. 6. Method-level story diagram schema
3 Issues and Future Work
This section describes a few of the implementation issues we encountered when
using GXL schema to present story diagrams.
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3.1 Linking diagrams to code
In the story diagrams, we need to express fragments of the original source
code as labels in the diagrams. Thus, there is a need to link the story diagram
graph to the textual source code from which it is derived.
We have two XML-based components: one is for marking up the Java
source code and the other is GXL for expressing story diagrams. The rela-
tionship between these source-oriented and graph-oriented representations is
interesting, since the user may want to switch views between the source code
and the story diagram. For example, systems like SHriMP can support a sim-
ilar capability [8]. For our purpose, we need some consistent color scheme to
relate elements visually in the source code view to the story diagram view.
Also, to color the code fragments in the story diagram properly, we need to
carry along the XML markups of Java as values attached to certain GXL
nodes. Figure 7 is an example code view of the story diagram in Figure 4.
Fig. 7. The code view of the method-level story diagram
The XML markups can be carried with the GXL objects for even the
higher-level story diagrams, allowing ways to bring the user from the high-
level views down to the source code view. A cross-reference mechanism like
SHriMP [11] that considers schemas deﬁned for diﬀerent levels of abstractions
can be applied to make the visualization tool more useful.
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3.2 Higher-level story diagrams
The class-level story diagram is extracted from details in the XML Java AST
document, not from the abstracted method-level story diagram. We are ex-
ploring ways to extend our schema in a “modular” way to incorporate anal-
ogous notions of the story diagram at higher and higher levels of abstraction
or granularity. By deﬁning a modular and consistent schema, we intend to be
able to selectively exchange story diagram information at diﬀerent abstraction
levels. The multi-layered approach proposed by Cox and Clarke [1] could be
considered in integrating the conceptual schemas for the story diagrams at
diﬀerent abstraction levels. The challenge is how to implement the interface
between diﬀerent abstraction levels and to ease the exchange of story diagram
information.
3.3 Layout of compound graphs
In generating control ﬂow diagrams in GXL format, we encountered the need
for compound subgraphs where edges need to span the boundaries of two
subgraphs at diﬀerent levels (i.e., are not contained wholly within a nested
subgraph). According to [12], we should put these edges in the least-common-
ancestor graph node. These kinds of dependencies create graph-layout chal-
lenges.
3.4 Evaluation
Also, more work is needed to validate our heuristics, assess the scalability of
the visualization, and evaluate the usability of the implementation.
4 Conclusions
GXL can be used to represent method-level story diagrams using the schema
outlined in this paper. XML markup over Java code and the GXL represen-
tation can be used at the same time to present the code view and graph view
of the story diagram. Extending the schema for higher-level story diagrams
is ongoing work. Also, diﬃculties arise in the graph layout of complicated
compound graphs such as story diagrams.
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